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Summary 

 

The Our World Reimagined (OWR) series was planned and delivered by GCVS. A series of 10, 

hour long sessions brought together key thinkers, think tanks, public servants and others to talk 

about the big ideas which would help rebuild our economy, reform public services and change 

how we support families in the context of COVID. 

Participants were able to ask questions in each session and represented a broad spectrum of 

people, organisations, academia and activists from Glasgow and beyond. 

The series came about in response to local and national COVID recovery work and as the 

significant contribution of the third sector was increasingly recognised, as a result of its agility and 

impact during lockdown.   

A number of themes and lessons emerged consistently across the series and this report outlines 

some of the detailed thinking, ideas and hopes for a better, fairer and more environmentally safe 

city, country and world. In summary: 

 Policy and participation gaps – we have to maximise citizen voice and true participation in 

policy and decision making as a starting point for rebuilding our economy and society. As long 

as people do not have what they need to survive and we see increasing destitution, these 

participation gaps will remain.  How do national and local government and public bodies ‘let 

go’ as we did during the first COVID wave? 

 

 Momentum is building for a new economic paradigm - How we create an economy which 

better reflects our humanity and creates greater wellbeing sits at the heart of calls for a Caring 

Economy.  What more can be done to reshape and revive local economies so that all benefit?  

How we use taxation (e.g. individual and corporate) as part of a new approach was raised 

across a number of OWR sessions 

 

 How public services are organised, how they better reflect the way in which they live our lives 

was discussed in a number of sessions.  Discussions considered where public services sit in 

relation to the people they serve, what they do, the outcomes which drive them. The 

interaction between local authorities, public bodies and families/local areas should start with 

this question - “What can we do WITH you?” 

 

 There is a need to invest in social infrastructure - A number of speakers argued that there 

needs to be a stronger safety net – a suite of universally available services (publicly funded, 

but not always delivered by public services) which have strong preventative outcomes.  Rights 

to key services and supports must be strengthened e.g. food, digital access, housing if people 

are to fully participate.  Life and limb services were not enough pre-pandemic; they are 

nowhere near sufficient as we come to terms with the damage caused by lockdown. 

 

 Social change - COVID cannot be an excuse for NOT tackling the societal challenges and 

inequalities so evident during/made worse by the pandemic. Change is possible even if we 

remain physically distant. Building a better future must start with effective engagement and 

trust.  How we build on community empowerment and enable a ‘democratic renewal’ was 

discussed frequently.  No more top down policy making!  

 

https://wbg.org.uk/analysis/creating-a-caring-economy-a-call-to-action-2/
https://wbg.org.uk/analysis/creating-a-caring-economy-a-call-to-action-2/
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 A new language needs to guide our recovery from COVID - We need to move away from the 

current focus on systems, finance, burden and cost.  How do we create services and 

interactions based on compassion, wellbeing, community and home, on helping people fulfil 

their ambitions and secure their ‘place’ in the world?  

 

 Complexity is good!  The pandemic knocked away old institutional barriers and bureaucracy. 

People’s lives are complex and involve risk every day – tackling inequality and harm made 

worse by the pandemic must work with this reality. We cannot go back to old ways of working 

where people felt disenfranchised and unsupported.   

 

 The third sector has continued to respond to the damage caused by old economic approaches 

and ways of working.  Its value has been recognised, but still we see organisations on the 

frontline battling for survival.  Also, our sector is not immune from critique – do we do enough 

to amplify calls for social change WITH people and communities?   

 

 The need for revolution –  The overriding message of the OWR series was one of hope and 

that there is a need for ‘revolution’.   

 

We’ve faced one of the most significant challenges to the fabric of our society, our economy and 

our way of life.  We need to do more than ‘tinker at the edges’. The message from the third sector 

and others in our City over the OWR series and across other work during 2020 is that we cannot 

go back – that now is the time to be bold and radical.   
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1. Introduction 

Our World Reimagined (OWR) was a series of 10, hour long sessions focussing on a big policy 

idea, with a presentation from a respected thinker, public servant or academic, questions 

submitted by the audience and a third sector response or view on that idea.  You can access all 

sessions via this playlist and a full list of sessions is included in Appendix 1. 

OWR emerged from a wider national debate last summer, as we contemplated what we thought 

might be a ‘post COVID’ future.  As Scotland worked towards Covid-19 elimination, and national 

political leaders focussed on COVID recovery, there was a wider hope in civil society that we 

could learn from the horrors of the pandemic and work towards a brighter, better future for 

Scotland and its citizens.   

From a third sector perspective, our role, contribution and impact was recognised more readily 

than had been the case in the past. Community and voluntary organisations adapted and 

responded more speedily than public services, assisting those worst affected during lockdown 

and by the pandemic.  They did this at a time when they were facing the most challenging 

operating environment for a long time, and as these organisations themselves had to adapt to a 

physically distanced, online world. 

Moreover, charities have much to offer the post-COVID debate, and are keen to see big ideas 

and radical change.  At the same time, doors opened in government to ideas such as the 

Universal Basic Income, building an economy which benefitted people and communities; the need 

to consider new rights such as digital access and radical approaches to financial support.  Our 

OWR speakers connected these approaches and potential actions strategically, pointing out that 

policies such as basic income, progressive taxation or social care reform on their own could not 

‘build forward better’.  

None of us really knew what was to come as we moved into Autumn and Winter, but our 

continued aim with the OWR series was to focus on hope, on ideas for change and to offer 

charities and community groups of all shapes and sizes the chance to hear directly from some of 

the big thinkers and leaders advocating for policy change.   

This report offers up some of the learning from this important series of events for wider discussion 

and debate, especially as we move forward from yet another lockdown.   A summary document is 

also available. 

 

2. OWR Numbers and Reach 

There were over 800 individual registrations across the series, with participants coming from 

public bodies, local authorities, academia, major funders, colleges, and charities, community 

groups and social enterprises of every shape and size.  We also had individual activists and 

unpaid carers attending. 

Within the first few sessions, it was clear that the appetite for debate existed beyond Glasgow 

with participants from across England, Wales, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand and Switzerland.  

The wide range of backgrounds of OWR participants meant that the questions and issues raised 

during the sessions were both extensive and challenging. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT
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3. OWR Evaluation 

A short evaluation survey was carried out to gather participants’ views of the series.  A summary 

of the feedback provided can be found here. 

 

4. OWR - Recurring Themes, Challenges and Opportunities 

 

4.1  Policy and Participation Gaps: The “participation gap” was discussed in the session with 

Oliver Escobar as he highlighted that political inequalities lead to wider, structural inequalities.  

These in turn ensure that the families, communities and geographies which faced the greatest 

challenges pre pandemic, were often excluded from the spaces where COVID planning and 

recovery were being taken forward. (See discussion on technocracy, Cormac Russell).   

We have continued with top down policy making – an approach which seeds mistrust and 

isolation and takes no account of community resources.    

Across a number of sessions, there was discussion about how we maximise the citizen voice and 

real participation in policy and decision making as a starting point for rebuilding our economy and 

society.  One session considered the need to reduce the gap between the ‘politically rich’ (which 

includes, in some cases, the third sector) and those who are ‘politically poor’. 

The idea of local government second chambers emerged in OWR, seeking to bring citizens into 

the heart of local decision making.  The use of Citizens’ Assemblies in Scotland could provide a 

stepping stone for greater innovation and opening up of the ‘policy space’. The recent Social 

Renewal Board report and the Social Care Review both make a strong case for policy making 

which builds on the expertise of people and communities.  There are lessons from abroad such 

as creative use of technology and digital crowdsourcing (e.g. Taiwan).   

However, citizen involvement must stimulate real political change, otherwise the participation gap 

and mistrust of our political institutions will remain. (Katherine Trebeck). 

The debate on Universal Basic Services (Anna Coote with Neil Lovelock) focussed on how 

people having what they need to live and to live well, is key to tackling the participation gap. 

 

4.2 A new economic paradigm and ‘democratising our economy’:  It’s increasingly accepted 

that previous approaches to economic management and growth have done nothing to tackle 

poverty or reduce the gap between those who have power and those who are on the margins. 

Indeed, as Katherine Trebeck pointed out, the current economic models cause harm, isolation 

and inequality – the ‘growth for growth’s sake’ argument is no longer safe for our planet or its 

people.  

Pre-pandemic, we saw more openness to new economic approaches with a focus on wellbeing, 

although we could argue that this openness has yet to be translated into policy and action.   Take 

for example, the ‘defensive expenditure’ used in response to the damage caused by the 

pandemic – damage which was made worse by failure demand approaches pre-pandemic. The 

work of Carnegie and Weal are important here and the principles of prevention and tackling 

inequality which underpinned the Christie review – 10 years ago now – remain ever relevant and 

essential.   

https://forms.office.com/Pages/AnalysisPage.aspx?id=9rlAd9yVy06UQSXWnggcgmLbPACDZhZKgja18FCv7QdUQkxRTDVES0FLTlNKNk1QQ0dHSlcwM0hGRC4u&AnalyzerToken=QApJ0STqj6AqCXrO8tnR8hHwKkepjP2S
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z8BodvTStW8&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhA-X2le9Pw
https://citizensassembly.theapsgroup.scot/report/88/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/not-now-social-renewal-advisory-board-report-january-2021/pages/3/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/not-now-social-renewal-advisory-board-report-january-2021/pages/3/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bEt9NwtXpE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/taiwan-is-battling-coronavirus-with-tech-crowdsourced-data-and-trust/ar-BB184o1q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHnoiCIK-oI&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iV85oOs_vI&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHnoiCIK-oI&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=6
https://www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk/publications/gross-domestic-wellbeing-gdwe-an-alternative-measure-of-social-progress/
https://wellbeingeconomy.org/scotland
https://www.gov.scot/publications/commission-future-delivery-public-services/
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The scale of failure demand focussed spending has been highlighted by the Joseph Rowntree 

Foundation.  

How we create an economy which better reflects our humanity and creates greater wellbeing sits 

at the heart of calls for a Caring Economy, discussed in the OWR session with Dr Angela 

O’Hagan. The idea of wellbeing sitting at the heart of economic policy, government policy and 

action, services and interactions emerged in a number of OWR sessions. The idea of wellbeing in 

leadership was raised by Janet Whitley. 

A number of speakers discussed the ways in which government and public bodies could do more 

to reshape and revive local economies, for the benefit of communities and families left even 

further behind as a result of COVID.  E.g. The power and reach of public procurement. This 

should be easier for smaller/local/community businesses and organisations to access, supporting 

local growth and supply chains.  The work done by the Commission for a Gender Equal Economy 

is a good starting point as is work done in relation to local Community Wealth Building. 

The wider issue of infrastructure was raised in Angela O’Hagan’s session on creating a gender 

equal/caring economy.  Investment in social infrastructure such as care services has greater 

return and benefits (Care services = £3.4bn of economic worth) and the role of the Scottish 

National Investment Bank is important here.  The work of the Gender Equal Economy 

Commission has provided the analysis and numbers on a creating a fairer economy and public 

support for a new way of thinking is also there. Services such as social care need to be valued 

more – argued by Angela, Neil Crowther and others.  

The argument for a Universal Basic Services framework was made strongly by Anna Coote, who 

talked about the preventative outcomes gained from investment in social infrastructure and key 

services like care, housing, transport and digital to ensure an effective safety net, sufficiency and 

wellbeing for all.  We need to stop viewing these as a drag on the economy. 

A conversation on taxation for better services is also overdue, argued Dr O’Hagan. Anna Coote 

argued that we need to ‘bite the bullet’ and look at how we use taxation to provide decent public 

services such as social care which offer dignity and quality of life, not just survival.  

The structure and levels of tax and taxation (individual and corporate) were raised in a number of 

the OWR sessions, with examples of practical change providing by Angela O’Hagan.  

 

4.3 A new language needs to guide our recovery from COVID and from the inequalities which 

predated the pandemic. We need to talk about compassion, wellbeing, thriving, connections, 

community and home, looking out for each other, fulfilling dreams and potential, and ensuring 

people have purpose and a sense of belonging.  We need to move away from the current focus 

on systems, finance, burden and cost, argued by Neil Crowther in his session on social care.  

How we communicate ideas like those posited during the OWR session is key to pushing for 

change and better policy. What are we seeking?  What do we expect?  Are there solutions – 

rather than focussing on what is wrong or what we oppose? This was a strong message from Neil 

Crowther as he considered how to more positively frame the need for a better social care future.  

Rebuilding trust was deemed to be critical – recurring OWR theme.  Having wellbeing as the 

foundation of public services was also discussed in a number of sessions.   

https://www.jrf.org.uk/press/poverty-costs-uk-%C2%A378-billion-year-%E2%80%93-jrf-report
https://www.jrf.org.uk/press/poverty-costs-uk-%C2%A378-billion-year-%E2%80%93-jrf-report
https://wbg.org.uk/analysis/creating-a-caring-economy-a-call-to-action-2/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGxcagKfg8U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGxcagKfg8U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uXCjHD82CM
https://wbg.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Public-Procurement-and-Gender-Equality.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGxcagKfg8U&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGxcagKfg8U&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iV85oOs_vI&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=9
mailto:mailbox@glasgowgg.org.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGxcagKfg8U&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83JybjWDGqg&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83JybjWDGqg&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=10
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4.4  Public services and government: Subsidiarity emerged as a common theme.  A number of 

speakers commented on the structures of local governance, size of populations served.   (Oliver 

Escobar, Cormac Russell).  Oliver Escobar commented on centralising approaches in Scotland 

and pointed out that current initiatives such as participatory budgeting do not change the balance 

of power. However, they could be a first step towards new ways of governance and, as Oliver 

Escobar calls it, ‘democratic innovation’.   

The way in which public services operate/are organised needs to better reflect how 

people/communities organise their own lives (e.g. Seattle, Department of Neighbourhoods, 

neighbourhood approaches?)  Do current approaches e.g. integration of health and care ‘smudge’ 

accountability and create a bigger gap between people and state?  What lessons are there for 

any future ‘national’ care service?  

The role and place of key universal services was discussed in the OWR session with Anna Coote.  

Not everyone has access to the necessities of life and collectively provided services are needed 

which give security and a safety net to people, families and communities.  Anna talked about the 

interaction between cash support and key services – and that one without the other would not be 

enough to turn the tide away from greater inequality.  

Anna also highlighted the economic, social and environmental benefits where key services such 

as social care and transport are not subject to market transactions.  Initial analysis suggests that 

it would cost c 5% of GDP to develop a framework of in-kind services and benefits which are 

redistributive and preventative – harking back to the work of the Christie Commission.   

Anna and also Neil Lovelock, the third sector respondent in Anna’s session, both strongly argued 

that statutory services do not necessarily mean ‘nationally provided’ – a community locus for 

these can have substantial benefits. 

Too often, we see public investment focussing on ‘survival and coping’ (Katherine Trebeck) rather 

than helping people to flourish.  That cannot continue.  People’s dreams and aspirations as a 

driver for public services featured strongly in Neil Crowther’s session on social care.  The need for 

less risk aversion in public spending was discussed.  

Implementation gap – The gap between national intention and local delivery featured in a number 

of participant questions and in sessions with Sarah Davidson and Oliver Escobar. Attempts made 

to fill that chasm with Integrated Joint Boards and Community Planning Partnerships have not 

always been successful as discussed by Oliver in his session.   

The gap between state and communities narrowed significantly during the pandemic and the 

bureaucracy which had previously strangled community services and action often disappeared.  

The state ‘let go’ and there was a shared focus on tackling COVID.  Can a shared focus help 

rebuild post COVID e.g. a collective drive to tackle inequality?   

Communities and public service interactions – how are conversations convened.  The interaction 

between local authorities, public bodies and families/local areas should start with “What can we 

do WITH you?”  This type of conversation sits at the heart of the work done on the Enabling State 

by Carnegie, and was covered by Sarah Davidson in her OWR session. 

Cormac Russell talked about ‘saving people from systems’ - a common theme across a number 

of OWR sessions (e.g. Neil Crowther, Angela O’Hagan). Speakers and participants did not want 

to go back to the old normal. A new conversation is needed about where public services start, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z8BodvTStW8&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iV85oOs_vI&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=9
mailto:mailbox@glasgowgg.org.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83JybjWDGqg&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f62UmnTR5Ow&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f62UmnTR5Ow&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=5
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what they do; where communities start and what they do – or could do, given the right 

circumstances.  Interactions with public service shouldn’t create more stress and worry for 

people.  We’ve allowed critical, personal services to become about survival and not about thriving 

and participation. We need to move away from risks and focus on possibilities; on helping people 

to thrive and not just survive. (Neil Crowther) 

More nuanced policy making needs to start with a better understanding of how key groups in 

society are doing and of the additional inequalities and stress caused by the impact of the COVID.  

Institutional memory and connections – Scotland has analysis and ideas aplenty on how we 

rebuild our country, economy and communities, but we ‘forget’ and don’t connect all of this work 

together.  It was good to see the recent Social Renewal Board report reflecting back on the 

Christie Commission and its currency and relevance. 

Performance Management/audit etc. can stifle the risk taking, kindness and responsiveness we 

saw emerge during the pandemic.  We need to see and share approaches such as the North 

Ayrshire Kindness promise which encourages new ways of working said Sarah Davidson, and her 

input chimed with Janet Whitley’s explanation of collective leadership.  

 

4.5 Social change -  COVID cannot be an excuse for NOT tackling the societal challenges and 

wider inequalities so evident during/made worse by the pandemic. E.g. an example was given of 

a hospice working alongside families and communities to deal with death and dying during the 

first lockdown. Change is possible even if we remain physically distant.   

Rebuilding trust and ‘community engagement’ is the foundation for a better future.  Structures to 

define action and change must fully reflect the communities most likely to be affected.  Have we 

achieved that with COVID recovery work?  The ‘units’ or locus of change have to be right – 

neighbourhood focus is vital as discussed by Cormac Russell.   

 

4.5 Embracing complexity – The interaction between people and communities guarantees 

complexity – because lives and relationships are complex, and that’s not a bad thing. This 

particular issue emerged in sessions with Cormac Russell and Toby Lowe and in discussions on 

leadership in the session with Janet Whitley.  

Moving away from Command and Control approaches in policy and services may remove a level 

of certainty (Toby Lowe), but we’ve learned how to live with uncertainty during this pandemic and 

we’ve learned more about risk taking and letting communities ‘do their thing’.  We cannot go back 

to old ways of working where people felt disenfranchised and unsupported. 

The session with Toby Lowe talked about public bodies working with the grain of complexity in 

people’s lives and there was recognition across the series that when the third sector is at its very 

best, it works with complexity and WITH people ‘where they are’.    

New Public Management approaches (Metrics, Markets and Managers) have not worked well in 

this regard, argued Toby Lowe. The repurposing of public services, commissioning and managing 

should be focussed on human strengths and needs – again reflecting the findings of the Christie 

Commission and a focus on prevention.  

The need for empathy, learning, trust and people making decisions about what they need (not 

public service managers) was a recurring theme. Toby Lowe highlighted how work to support 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGxcagKfg8U&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=7
file:///C:/Users/Lynn%20Williams/Desktop/Kindness%20promise%20NAC.pptx
file:///C:/Users/Lynn%20Williams/Desktop/Kindness%20promise%20NAC.pptx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uXCjHD82CM&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhA-X2le9Pw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhA-X2le9Pw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uVdqc6A1Rk&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uXCjHD82CM&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uVdqc6A1Rk&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uVdqc6A1Rk&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=8
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people with complex needs in Plymouth has sought to build on all of this with early findings 

showing significantly better outcomes for people, and less crisis expenditure.   

4.6      Digital divide – inequality in access to digital infrastructure and services and the tools to 

participate in life online existed pre-pandemic. As with other inequalities, the pandemic has 

magnified this divide.  Oliver Escobar argued that access to digital infrastructure should be a 

human right. Anna Coote argued that digital access should be part of a Universal Services 

framework. 

4.8 The third sector continues to pick up the pieces of our failing economy and wider social 

impact.  The delivery of millions of meals and crisis support during lockdown highlighted the 

failure of the state to provide adequacy and security. (Angela O’Hagan, Gender Equal economy). 

However, the sector cannot be immune from critique.  

Does the sector do enough to amplify calls and ideas for social change WITH people and 

communities?  If our sector says that it is the voice of people and communities, intentionally or not 

this means that communities, people and families are crowded out of the processes and places 

where change happens.  

Third sector relationships with the state in Scotland and dependency on public monies can reduce 

our ability to contest and challenge poor engagement and policy failings.   

There was a suggestion in the session with Neil McInroy that Community Wealth Building activity 

might offer scope for the third sector to generate more revenue outside of the state, allowing 

some to innovate, challenge and fight for social change. 

Finally, there was wide debate about the kind of future we seek and the role of the third sector in 

influencing and shaping this.  That said, how we are funded is important as we look to the future: 

 the reliance on e.g. philanthropic sources of funding shaped by those who are wealthy, to 

fund the kinds of things which matter to them.   

 the way in which COVID drove a truck through the sector’s work to become more 

sustainable 

 the role of grant funding; how local work is funded vs national sources/approaches.   

 

4.9 – The need for revolution – Katherine Trebeck highlighted the words of William Beveridge and 

the need for radical change especially as we respond to the pandemic and our recovery from this, 

the impact of Brexit and wider social division.   

This is not a step over a cliff edge or into the unknown.  The Our World Reimagined series 

brought some important ideas to the fore – is it now up to us to imagine better and collaborate to 

achieve change?   

We are at an important tipping point here said Anna Coote in her session on Universal Basic 

Services.  She also highlighted that the thinking and ideas are there – so there is hope that we 

can build forward differently.   

Some may call the ideas posited during the OWR series ‘radical’ but the inequality and often 

desperate circumstances of people made worse over the last 10 months suggest that we need to 

do more than tinker.  The pandemic took away control and connections from many lives (Neil 

Crowther, Social Care session) and magnified the isolation of those previously ignored.     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uVdqc6A1Rk&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iV85oOs_vI&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGxcagKfg8U&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHnoiCIK-oI&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iV85oOs_vI&list=PLROegpExP9x6GjAl83NYZwUndb8Ek6MGT&index=9
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Life and limb services were not enough pre-pandemic; they are nowhere near sufficient as we 

come to terms with the damage caused by lockdown. 

 

5. Concluding Remarks 

An important lesson from OWR is that we need a real shift in what we value and who we value, 

as outlined by Angela O’Hagan. We need to rethink public services and the gaps in universal 

provision, as outlined by Anna Coote. How we ‘walk the talk’ about a better country and 

community connections is critical, as pointed out by OWR host Pennie Taylor.  

We are at an important crossroads in terms of how we rebuild society and our economy. How do 

policy makers and policy making connect with the reality of people’s lives and how do we stop 

reducing people and communities to ‘single data points’?  (Toby Lowe) 

We need to stop ‘pilots’ and ‘stop start’ approaches to the complex needs and inequalities made 

worse by COVID.  Anna Coote argued we should learn as we go – learning was a key feature of 

new approaches to public management outlined in OWR sessions delivered by Toby Lowe and 

Janet Whitley. 

Throughout the OWR series and other work carried out by GCVS last year, one message 

consistently stands out: 

We need to build forward and rebuild differently otherwise sacrifices made during this 

current crisis will have been for nothing.   
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Appendix 1 - Our World Reimagined – Schedule of Sessions/Speaker 

 

 

SPEAKER  

 

 

DATE 

 

TITLE and 3rd Sector respondent 

Neil McInroy 

Chief Executive 

Centre for Local 

Economic Strategies 

(CLES) 

 

Tues 1 Sept 

2pm to 3pm 

 

 

COMMUNITY WEALTH BUILDING 

Third sector respondent: Peter Kelly, 

Poverty Alliance 

Cormac Russell 

Nurture Development Ltd 

 

Wed 9 Sept 

1pm to 2pm 

 

 

ASSET BASED COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT (ABCD) 

Third sector respondent: David Bookbinder, 

Director 

Glasgow and West of Scotland Forum of 

Housing Associations  

 

Janet Whitley 

Collective Leadership 

Team Lead 

Scottish Government 

 

Fri 18 Sept 

11am to noon 

 

 

COLLECTIVE LEADERSHIP 

Third sector respondent: Mary Glasgow, 

Chief Executive, Children 1st 

Dr Oliver Escobar 

Senior Lecturer in Public 

Policy & Academic Lead 

for Democratic 

Innovation Edinburgh 

Futures Institute 

University of Edinburgh  

 

Wed 23 Sept 

3.30pm to 

4.30pm 

 

 

DEMOCRATIC INNOVATIONS: Changing 
Relationships between People, Power 
and Institutions 
 
Third sector respondent: Tressa Burke, 

CEO, Glasgow Disability Alliance  

Sarah Davidson 

Chief Executive 

The Carnegie UK Trust 

Thur 1 October 

2pm to 3pm 

 

ENABLING STATE   

Third sector respondent: Sheena Arthur, 

Health and Social Care Partnership 

Manager, GCVS  
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Dr Katherine Trebeck 

Advocacy and 

Influencing Lead, 

Wellbeing Economy 

Alliance  

 

Thur 8 Oct 

2pm to 3pm 

 

CREATING A WELLBEING ECONOMY 

POST COVID-19  

Third sector respondent: Dougie Taylor, 

Head of Development and Regeneration, 

Yoker Community Campus 

Dr Angela O’Hagan 

Department of Social 

Sciences 

Glasgow Caledonian 
University and WISE 

  

Thur 22 Oct 

2pm to 3pm 

 

 

GENDER EQUAL ECONOMY  

Respondent: Kathleen Caskie, Network 

Manager, GCVS 

Toby Lowe 

Newcastle Business 

School and 

Visiting Professor in 

Public Management at 

the Centre for Public 

Impact (CPI) 

 

Wed 18 Nov 

10am to 11am 

 

HUMAN LEARNING SYSTEMS 

Third Sector Respondent : Lynn Williams, 

Social Policy Coordinator, GCVS 

Anna Coote 

Principal Fellow 

New Economics 

Foundation 

 

Wed 9 Dec 

2pm to 3pm 

 

 

UNIVERSAL BASIC SERVICES 

Third sector respondent: Neil Lovelock, 

CEO, Glasgow Eco Trust 

Neil Crowther 

Neil Crowther Consulting 

and Co-convener of the 

#socialcarefuture 

movement  

Mon 14 Dec 

2pm to 3pm 

REIMAGINING SOCIAL CARE 

Third sector respondent :Lynsey MacKay, 

Quarriers. 

 


